CORRIGENDUM No.2

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL: No. RFP/OD-MENA-BA/ADMIN/2022/009

FOR THE SUPPLY, AND INSTALLATION OF MOTORIZED SHADES SYSTEM

CLOSING DATE AND TIME: 03/11/2022 – COB 23:59 HRS JORDAN TIME

The original Request for Proposal No. RFP/OD-MENA-BA/ADMIN/2022/009 for the supply and installation of the motorized shade system dated 22 September 2022, is hereby amended as follows:

1. Attached the low current and low voltage drawings in AutoCAD.
2. Attached the building Elevation drawings in AutoCAD.
3. Attached the reflected Ceiling drawings in AutoCAD.
4. Attached the building as-built drawings in AutoCAD.
5. Attached the breakdown referring to the technical evaluation criteria n. 2A.
6. The deadline to submit the request for clarification(s) is extended to Thursday 20th October 2022 16:59 hrs Amman. Bidders are required to submit any request for clarification or any question in respect of this RFP by e-mail to Mr. Shadi Jarbou, Senior Supply Assistant at jarbous@unhcr.org with copy to Ms. Maram Al Omari, Ass. Supply Officer at alomarim@unhcr.org.

Please note that the Glass data sheet will be shared with the Q&A.

All other terms and conditions remain unchanged.

Arnaud Blazy
Senior Supply Coordinator
UNHCR Regional Bureau MENA